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A. Appendix
A.1. Comparison to Similar Published Works

We compare our method to other published results [2, 4]
that use the same benchmarks [3, 1]. Since the training pro-
cedures differ significantly (e.g., in the amount of supervi-
sion or model capacity), in Tables 1 and 2 we clearly specify
the differences among methods. MS means multi-spectral
data, RN18 denotes ResNet-18, and RN50 denotes ResNet-
50.

Method Pretrain Labels Input Arch. mAP
Neumann et al. [2] sup. old RGB RN50 69.70
SeCo (ours) unsup. old RGB RN18 85.67
Vincenzi et al. [4] unsup. new MS RN18 86.00
SeCo (ours) unsup. new RGB RN18 87.27

Table 1. Comparison of fine-tuning performance on BigEarthNet.

Method Pretrain Arch. Acc.
Neumann et al. [2] sup. RN50 99.20
SeCo (ours) unsup. RN18 96.60

Table 2. Comparison of fine-tuning performance on EuroSAT.

We were surprised to find that SeCo achieves 16% higher
mAP than Neumann et al. [2] when using the old BigEarth-
Net label set despite pre-training in an unsupervised way
and using a smaller backbone.

A.2. Additional Ablation on the Locations Sampling

In order to broaden our analysis of different location
sampling strategies, we restrict the collection of images to
only Europe by filtering our previous dataset of ∼1M im-
ages. After filtering, we are left with ∼83K images sampled
around European cities. In Table 3, we provide results on
the BigEarthNet benchmark when pre-training our method
with this new dataset and our previous dataset of 100k im-
ages sampled worldwide.

Note that with the new setup, pre-training and fine-

Sampling Size Linear probing Fine-tuning
10% 100% 10% 100%

Worldwide 100k 74.67 75.52 81.49 87.04
Europe 83K 75.49 76.39 82.68 87.61

Table 3. Comparison of mAP on BigEarthNet with different SeCo
dataset sampling strategies. We use a ResNet-18 backbone.

tuning images come from the same continent. This explains
the slight increase in performance when pre-training with
the European subset. However, SeCo aims to provide a
good remote sensing representation regardless of the down-
stream task location.

A.3. Ablation on the Embedding Sub-spaces

We further analyze the individual contribution of each
embedding sub-space Zi on a pre-trained SeCo model. As
a reminder, V is the common embedding space, Z0 is the
embedding sub-space invariant to all augmentations, Z1 is
invariant to seasonal augmentations but variant to artificial
augmentations, and Z2 is invariant to artificial augmenta-
tions but variant to seasonal augmentations. In Table 4, we
provide results when using the representations of each sub-
space as initialization on the BigEarthNet benchmark.

Repr. Linear probing Fine-tuning
10% 100% 10% 100%

Z0 71.41 71.79 81.91 87.16
Z1 72.89 73.30 82.00 87.11
Z2 71.78 72.23 82.11 87.12
V 76.05 77.00 81.86 87.27

Table 4. Comparison of mAP on BigEarthNet when projecting the
“general” representation with each of the 3 sub-space heads. We
use a ResNet-18 backbone.

Note that using the representation of a sub-space adds
one more learnable linear layer during fine-tuning. We can
observe that SeCo learns the best combination/weighting of



sub-spaces and distills the information in the general em-
bedding space, which allows the representation to be ag-
nostic to downstream tasks.
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